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Abstract
Falls are one of the most common causes of injury
and disability in people with Parkinson’s disease (PD).
This study developed an augmented machine learning
framework for screening the risk of falling in people
with PD using multiple domain assessments. A sample
of 109 people with PD (50 fallers and 59 non-fallers)
undertook four domains of assessment: disease-specific
rating scales, clinical examination measures,
physiological assessments, and gait analysis. A multiview classifying framework was developed from a
sequence of procedures and achieved 77.50% average
predicting accuracy. The robustness of the multi-view
framework was tested by comparing outcomes of three
different view selection methods. The developed
framework may have implications for clinical decision
making, as some of the PD fall risk variables/features
may be amenable to treatment. Our results showed that
external reliability can be achieved by a simple voting
mechanism from multiple, perhaps diverse, perspective
consensus.

1. Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a common
neurodegenerative disorder, with distinct clinical
features including bradykinesia, hypometria and tremor
[1]. Falling occurs frequently among people with PD
[2]. A large portion of people with PD (38-68%) fall
yearly [3, 4]. Most people (87%) who have had a
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diagnosis of PD for more than 20 years have fallen at
least once [5]. The consequences of falling include
reduced mobility, injury, pain, loss of independence,
stress and reduced quality of life. As falling in this
population is an important health care challenge, it is
important to develop models to predict falls and assess
risk factors that may be amenable to treatment.
Machine learning (ML) is a great role in public
health research [6]. It has been applied to tremor
assessment [7], instantaneous fall detection [8] and
identification of freezing of gait (FOG) [9] among
people with PD. A large number of fall risk factors,
including high total Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating
Scale (UPDRS) score [10], advanced Hoehn and Yahr
(HY) stage [11] and older age [12], have been
investigated in many cohort, cross-sectional and casecontrol studies. Generally, these factors can be
categorized as: disease-specific rating scales, clinical
examination measures, physiological assessments and
gait analysis [13]. A meta multi-view classifying model,
an innovative ML tool [14, 15], may be useful in the
analysis of variables from multiple categories. It aims
to generate a learning function/classifier to model each
view separately, optimize all functions in a final model
and increase generalization performance. It combines
the powerful computational ability of ML in handling
high-dimensional data with learning from multiple
perspectives.
We aimed to build a multi-view classifier to predict
falls in people with PD. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 - Background; Section
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3 - Methodology; Section 4 - Results; Section 5 Discussion; and Section 6 - Conclusion.

(shown in the Methodology section) and found to
predict fallers accurately.

2. Background

3. Methodology

Identifying risk factors for falls may assist clinical
interventions to prevent falls. Fall risk factors among
people with PD can be categorized using different
criteria. For example, in one study [16], risk factors
were categorized as non-remediable (irreversible) or
potentially remediable. Alternatively, risk factors may
be divided into four categories: disease-specific rating
scales, clinical examination measures, physiological
assessments and gait analysis [13].
Among people with PD, fall prediction models may
inform health care decisions [17]. In many hypothesis
driven statistical studies [10, 18-23], univariate and
multivariate logistic regressions were used, , with
sensitivities ranging from between 77% and 97% and
specificities between 71% and 100%. Disease-specific
rating scales identify or quantify symptoms, document
disease progression and measure response to treatment.
Many PD-specific scales [10, 11, 20, 24] are
significantly associated with falls. Recent prospective
studies have also identified significant associations
between falls and clinical examination measures [12, 18,
25, 26], including demographic and PD-specific
variables. Eleven physiological measures [13, 20, 21,
27, 28], such as leg strength and walking speed, may
also contribute to fall risk. Gait analysis techniques, e.g.
involving accelerometry [13, 29, 30], have been used to
identify differences in gait pattern between fallers and
non-fallers with PD. These studies examined the
magnitude and rhythmicity of acceleration or extracted
new features from the original accelerometry.
Significant differences between fallers and non-fallers
in PD have been found for those extracted features.
In assessing the current state of research, we
identified three main areas for further exploration. First,
many empirical studies we reviewed on fall prevention
focused on one or two risk factor categories, not
addressing the high-dimensional perspective [31].
Second, a variety machine learning approaches have
been used in assisting PD diagnosis [14, 32-34],
automatic tremor monitoring [7, 35], and FOG detection
[36-38], but not in the area of fall prediction. Third,
many machine learning based predictive models [10,
18-23] are yet to be evaluated on the validity as well as
the reliability.
To address these issues, a multi-view classification
framework was developed. Based on data domains, five
different models were considered and configured
through the majority voting strategy. Additionally,
models were evaluated by a pipelined framework

Our novel framework involved three phases: 1. ‘data
& preparation’, 2. ‘model development’, and 3. ‘model
evaluation’ (summarized in Figure 1 and expanded in
Figure 2). In phase 1, ‘data & preparation’, data was (1)
duplicated 20 times and (2) randomly split into 2 data
subsets in each duplicated copy. Phase 2, ‘model
development’, had 4 stages: (1) variable ranking and
selection, (2) feature generation & feature selection, (3)
hyperparameter tuning and (4) multi-view model
configuration. Phase 3, ‘model evaluation’, consisted of
two integrated steps: (1) unseen data prediction in each
data copy and (2) merging results from all the duplicated
copies.

Figure 1. Overall multi-view classification
framework

3.1. Phase 1: Data & preparation

A sample of 109 people with PD were recruited to
participate in this study [13]. Participants were eligible
if they had a diagnosis of idiopathic PD based on the
United Kingdom PD Brain Bank criteria [39] and lived
in the community. However, they were excluded if they
were unable to walk independently without walking aids
while doing the gait assessment or had psychotic
symptoms or dementia. Participants were assessed when
they experienced their usual improvement in mobility
following anti-Parkinsonian medications (i.e. typical
‘on’ state), with assessments lasting up to 25 minutes.
All participants were instructed to complete a Fall Diary
each day and return completed sections each month for
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one year and were also phoned monthly for one year to
complete a structured interview regarding fall incidents.
The protocol was approved by the Human Studies
Ethics Committee at the University of Sydney and
informed consent was obtained from all participants
before their attendance.
The collected data was duplicated 20 times. In each
duplicated copy, the data set was randomly split into two
data subsets (N=87/109, 80%) for model development
and (N=22/109, 20%) for testing. The model
development data subset was used to establish the best
ML models, and the testing data subset was used to
assess the performance of the chosen ML models. Data
copying aimed to eliminate random biases generated by
data splitting and increase the reliability of model
evaluation processes.

Domain 1: Disease-specific rating scale data
included: Schwab and England Activities of Daily
Living (SEADL) scale, HY scale, UPDRS) MiniMental State Scale (MMSE), Frontal Assessment
Battery (FAB) and Abnormal Involuntary Movement
Scale (AIMS).
Domain 2: Clinical examination data involved
demographic data, clinical history and examination
variables and PD-specific measures. Demographic data
included gender, age, height and weight. Patients were
asked about falls in the prior year, hip fractures,
dizziness, angina or heart attack, urinary incontinence,
faecal incontinence, number, class and dose of
prescribed and consumed medications (such as
levodopa preparations, dopamine agonists, other antiparkinsonian medications and anticholinergic drugs)

Figure 2. Overall structure of modeling and evaluating
* The models prior to ‘model selection’ had been optimized by feature selection and hyperparameter tuning.
* KNN, LR, DT, NB, RF, and SVM were tried in feature selectors, so 6 models were in each domain.

Four domains of data were collected from
participants: disease-specific rating scales, clinical
examination measures, physiological assessments and
gait analysis. Collected variables were also
concatenated as an aggregated domain dataset.

and time since the initial diagnosis of PD. Blood
pressure
(obtained
using
a
mercury
sphygmomanometer) and radial pulse were measured
after lying supine for 10 minutes, instantly after rising
to a standing position and after standing for three
minutes. Limb rigidity, axial posture, bradykinesia, and
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dyskinesia were assessed using part 3 of UPDRS (Motor
Subscale).
Domain 3: Physiological assessment data was
obtained using the Physiological Profile Approach
(PPA) [40]: visual contrast sensitivity, low-contrast
visual acuity, lower limb proprioception, tactile
sensitivity, maximal isometric strength of muscle
groups (measured via spring gauges), simple action time
(measured by an electronic timer), postural sway
(assessed with eyes open and closed, while standing on
firm and compliant surfaces, using a sway meter
attached to the waist), visual contrast sensitivity
(Melbourne Edge Test), visual acuity (a standard
LogMAR eye chart), low contrast visual acuity
(LogMAR eye chart with grey lettering),
proprioception error (difference in knee flexion angle
between referent and test legs during position-matching
tasks) and light touch sensation at the ankle (assessed
using Semmes-Weinstein filaments).
Domain 4: Gait analysis data was collected using
linear accelerometers [13]. A tri-axial piezo-electric
accelerometer was firmly attached to the head of each
participant via a light plastic frame, while another was
attached posteriorly in the midline at the level of the
sacrum/pelvis, through a Velcro belt. Linear
accelerations at the head and pelvis were measured
along three orthogonal axes: vertical (VT), anterior–
posterior (AP) and medio-lateral (ML). Multiple
variables were derived based on the approaches used in
previous studies [41-43].
Domain 5: The aggregated domain was formed by
combining all variables from the 4 different domains.

3.2. Phase 2: Model development
We followed a logical 4-step process in the model
development phase: (1) variable ranking and selection,
(2) feature generation and feature selection, (3)
hyperparameter tuning and (4) multi-view model
configuration. These processes were implemented using
the model development subset of each duplicated data
copy.
3.2.1. Variable ranking and selection. Univariate
analyses were used for the ranking of variables. In
univariate analysis, relationships between predictor
variables and future falls were identified by t-tests for
independent samples (continuous variables) and chi
square tests for cross-tabulation (categorical variables).
Significance levels were defined p < 0.05. The analyses
were performed using SPSS Version 23 for Windows.

Based on p-values, variables were then ranked in
order of decreasing significance. The top 11 variables
were selected in each independent domain and in the
aggregated domain for further model generation. In this
study, we decided to keep the number of variables (as
features) the same in each domain, hence highest
number of variables was 11 collected in the scale
domain.
Table 1. Number of collected variables
Domain
Number of variables
Scale
11
Clinical
23
Physiological
20
Gait
62
Aggregated
116
3.2.2. Feature generation and selection. Suitable
variables were processed for exhaustive feature
selection [44]. Categorical variables were encoded by
label encoding as machine-learning features, and
continuous variables were normalized by z-score as the
input for further ML models.
An exhaustive feature selector was designed to
determine the best feature subsets of the top 11 selected
features in each domain for the classifying models. The
selector was run using 10-fold cross-validation (10-fold
CV) for six different commonly used ML classification
models including K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN),
Logistics Regression (LR), Decision Tree (DT), Naïve
Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF), and Support Vector
Machine (SVM). Exhaustive feature selection is a
wrapper method which naively evaluates all
combinations of feature subsets to find the best subset
of features to build the best predictor.
3.2.3. Hyperparameter tuning. The above ML models
were run with default hyperparameters. We improved
their performance by tuning the hyperparameters via a
grid search method. This method optimizes classifiers
by exhaustively searching the best hyperparameters
through a manually-defined subset of their
hyperparameter spaces. The grid search algorithm was
guided by 10-fold cross validation accuracy and was run
for all classifiers that were defined in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.4. Multi-view model configuration. There were
two steps in the configuration of multi-view models
(shown in Figure 2). In the first step, we selected a
suitable classifier according to one of the selection
scenarios (explained in following paragraph) from the 6
classification models (KNN, LR, DT, NB, RF, SVM)
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for the 5 domains (scale features, clinical features,
physiological features, gait features and aggregated
features).
The second voting step was to classify based on ‘a
majority voting’ principle. Initially, we counted only the
votes for each classifier for the predictions (0 for nonfaller or 1 for faller) from 4 classifiers selected (one
from each independent domain). The fifth classifier
selected from the aggregated domain was used to break
the tie when the predictions of two domains were
different to the remaining two domains.
We tested the robustness of our voting framework
by comparing 3 different scenarios (shown in Figure 2
and 3):
1)‘Best Selection’, selecting the classifiers with the
highest 10-fold cross-validation accuracy from each
domain.
2)‘Random Selection’, randomly selecting 1 out of
6 models from each domain.
3)‘Worst Selection’, selecting the classifiers with
the lowest 10-fold cross-validation accuracy from each
domain.

Physiological

Knee extension weaker lega (KEWLIS), knee extension
stronger lega (KEWLIS), knee flexion weaker lega
(KFWLIS), knee flexion stronger lega (KFSLIS), ankle
dorsiflexion weaker lega (ADWLIS), ankle dorsiflexion
stronger lega (ADSLIS), Hand Slower Sideb, Hand Faster
Sideb, Foot Slower Sideb, Foot Faster Sideb, Contrast
sensitivity score, High contrast (MAR), Low contrast
(MAR), Proprioception, Light touch, Firm surface/eyes
openc, Firm surface/eyes closedc, Compliant surface/eyes
openc, Compliant surface/eyes closedc, score of Co‐
ordinated stability task

Gait

Speed, Cadence, Step length, Step time variability, Head
VT RMSd, Head AP RMSd, Head ML RMSd, Head VT
SDe, Head AP SDe, Head ML SDe, Head VT HRf, Head
AP HRf, Head ML HRf, Head VT 8HRg, Head AP 8HRg,
Head ML 8HRg, Head VT Jerkh, Head AP Jerkh, Head ML
Jerkh, Head Jerk AP/VTi, Head Jerk ML/VTj, Head AP
Velk, Head ML Velk, Head Vel Ramblel, Head AP
Ramblem, Head ML Ramblem, Head Ramble Arean, Head
VT Rangeo, Head AP Rangeo, Head ML Rangeo, Head VT
VelRangep, Head AP VelRangep, Head ML VelRangep,
Pelvis VT RMSd, Pelvis AP RMSd, Pelvis ML RMSd,
Pelvis VT SDe, Pelvis AP SDe, Pelvis ML SDe, Pelvis VT
HRf, Pelvis AP HRf, Pelvis ML HRf, Pelvis VT 8HRg,
Pelvis AP 8HRg, Pelvis ML 8HRg, Pelvis VT Jerkh,
Pelvis AP Jerkh, Pelvis ML Jerkh, Pelvis Jerk AP/VTi,
Pelvis Jerk ML/VTj, Pelvis AP Velk, Pelvis ML Velk,
Pelvis Vel Ramblel, Pelvis AP Ramblem, Pelvis ML
Ramblem, Pelvis Ramble Arean, Pelvis VT Rangeo, Pelvis
AP Rangeo, Pelvis ML Rangeo, Pelvis VT VelRangep,
Pelvis AP VelRangep, Pelvis ML VelRangep,

3.3. Phase 3: Model evaluation
As shown in figure 2, the predictive accuracy of the
evaluation set in each duplicated copy was recorded. As
seen in the Equation (1), the overall performance of the
multi-view model was represented by the average of
predictive accuracies among all 20 duplicated copies.
The performances of ‘Best’, ‘Random’ and ‘Worst’
selection multi-view models were calculated based on
the equation. We also recorded frequencies of the used
features in those multi-view models to obtain clinical
insights into classifying models.
Table 2. Collected variables
Domain
Variables
Scale

Clinical

The scores of SEADL, HY, UPDRS, MMSE, FAB,
AIMS, and 5 subscales of UPDRS including
Mentation/Behavior/Mood (MBE), Activities of Daily
Living (ADL), Complication of Therapy (CoT), Other
Complications (OC), and Motor Exam (ME).
Gender, age, height, weight, Fall last year, Hip fracture,
Dizziness, Angina or heart attack, Urnrary incontinence,
Faecal incontinence, Medications, Number of drugs,
Blood pressure, Pulse (beats/min), Year since diagnosis,
Leg/axial rigidity, Axial posture, Bradykinesia,
Dyskinesia, FOG, Levodopa, Other dopamine agonist,
Anticholinergic drug

a

Isometric strength (kg), bSimple action time (ms), cPostural sway (mm),
Root mean square, eStandard deviation, f harmonic ratios, g8-step
harmonic ratios, hroot mean square of the derivative of acceleration in
each time stamp, iRatio [43] of lateral to vertical AP/VT RMSd Jerkh [41],
j
Ratio [43] of lateral to vertical AP/VT RMSd Jerkh, kVelocity of sway [41],
l
Velocity of the low frequency component of sway in the whole transverse
plane (AP and ML combined), mLow frequency component of sway, nLow
frequency component of sway in AP axis multiple with low frequency
component of sway in ML axis, o95% range of sway, p95% range velocity
of sway
d

4. Result
4.1. Dataset
A total of 11 scale-domain, 23 clinical-domain, 20
physiological-domain, and 62 gait-domain variables
were collected during the data collection process (Table
2).
All participants finished the one-year follow-up,
and 50 participants (46%) reported that they fell one or
more times during the year. There were 2159 falls in
total, and 80% occurred during walking, mostly as a
result of FOG. Of the falls, 138 lead to injury, with 3 hip
fractures, 1 tibial fracture, and 1 radial fracture.

4.2. Model development measures
The classifying models of each domain were
selected for configuring multi-view model in section
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Figure 3. Comparison of average 10-fold validation accuracy of single view in model development process
3.2.4, after model optimizations (including feature
selection
and
hyperparameter
tuning)
were
implemented. The average 10-fold validation accuracy
of single view (i.e. average of all the duplicated copies)
of three different model selection methods is presented
in Figure 3. The average 10-fold validation accuracies
of the ‘Best’ model in each view were all higher than
78%, and the highest accuracy achieved was 86.61%
(single aggregated domain). The average 10-fold
validation accuracies of the ‘Random’ model in each
view were all above 76%, and the highest (aggregated
domain) achieved 84.15%. The average 10-fold
validation accuracies of the ‘Worst’ model in each view
were all above 73%, and the highest (aggregated
domain) achieved 82.58%. Single view accuracies
achieved by aggregated domain (86.61%, 84.15%, and
82.58% respectively) performed better than other single
domains in all three scenarios.

4.3. Model evaluation
Our results were based on the prediction accuracies
assessed by the 20 duplicated copies of the unseen 20%
holdout data subsets. As shown in table 3, the average
predictive accuracies achieved by the “best” selection,
“random’ selection, and ‘worst’ selection scenario in
single view were respectively between 53.85% and
70.91%, between 55.68% and 74.32 %, and between
56.36% and 74.32 %. By comparing these results to
those in Figure 3, we found that predictive accuracies
from holdout (testing) data subsets were lower than
those from model development (training) data subsets.
We also identified a pattern in model development and
evaluation, i.e. results from the aggregated domain were
always better than those from other single domains.
Average predictive accuracies achieved in the
‘best’, ‘random’ and ‘worst’ selection scenarios by
multi-view were 75.68%, 76.14% and 77.50%
respectively. Multi-view models performed better than
single view ones in all three scenarios. More

interestingly, the performances of multi-view models
from “worst” (77.50%) and ‘random’ (76.14%)
scenarios were higher than all the single view models
(between 53.85% and 70.91%) as well as the multi-view
model (75.68%) in the “best” scenario.
Table 3. Comparison of average accuracy of each
view and multi view model
Model Selection scenario
View
‘Best’
‘Random’
‘Worst’
Scale
67.95%
72.50%
74.32%
Clinical
66.82%
67.05%
70.91%
Physiological
65.91%
60.00%
65.68%
Gait
53.86%
55.68%
56.36%
Aggregated
70.91%
74.32%
72.27%
Multi-view
75.68%
76.14%
77.50%
Table 4. Two most frequently used features in the
multi-view classifying models in all copies
Domain
Scale

Frequency rank
1
2nd
HY: 57
ADL: 54
st

Clinical

Fall last
year: 59

Axial posture: 57

Physiological

KEWLIS:50

score of Co‐ordinated
stability task: 48

Gait

Pelvis Jerk
AP/VT: 55

Head Ramble Area: 53

Aggregated

HY: 55

Fall last year: 50

* Maximum number of frequencies = 3 (number of multi-view models in a
data copy) * 20 (number of copies) = 60

As shown in Table 4, the two most frequent scale
domain features in the multi-view classifying models
were HY (57 times) and ADL (54 times). In the clinical
domain, fall last year (59 times) was the most frequent
feature, followed by Axial posture (57 times). In the
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physiological domain, KWLIS (50 times) and the score
of Co-ordinated stability task (48 times) were the most
frequent in the multi-view models in all the data copies.
Pelvis Jerk AP/ML (55 times) and Head Ramble Area
(53 times) were the most frequent in the multi-view
classifying model in the gait domain. In the aggregated
domain, HY (55 times) and fall last year (50 times) were
the two most frequent features.

5. Discussion
5.1. Clinical explanation and interpretation
Regarding the scale domain, HY stage and UPDRS
ADL subscale score were used most frequently in
developing multi view classifying models. HY is a
standard staging system for PD severity, with higher
stages (i.e. worse postural stability in the present)
leading to higher incidence of future falls among people
with PD. Greater impairments in activities of daily
living (i.e. higher UPDRS ADL subscale scores)
increased the incidence of future falls, in line with
previous research [45].
In the clinical domain, a history of a fall in the prior
year and abnormal axial posture were the two most
important features. A history of falling is a recognized
risk factor for future falls among people with PD and
older people but has only limited predictive power on its
own. A meta-analysis of prospective studies of falls in
PD found that only 57% of participants who fell during
a 3-month follow up [20]. Our study demonstrated that
a history of a fall has a powerful predictive ability when
aggregated with other variables/features. Abnormal
axial posture decreases limits of stability [46], thus
contributing to future falls.
In physiological data, isometric knee extension
strength in the weaker leg and coordinated stability
score are significant predictors of falls. Muscle strength
has been identified as a significant fall risk for older
people [40]. Isometric knee extension strength in the
weaker leg was used as an entry feature for all models
in this category. Our results confirmed that coordinated
stability test score is a significant predictor for future
falls in PD. It was used to quantify subjects’ ability to
adjust their balance near to their limits of stability during
a mobility (trail drawing) task. This type of postural
stability is crucial because the majority of PD fall events
happen as a result of balance control loss in daily life
[2].
For gait data, the Pelvis Jerk AP/VT and Head
Ramble Area played a key role. This may suggest that
lower sagittal- and medio-lateral pendulum stability
may contribute to future falls in PD.

In the aggregated domain, no single domain
features (top 3 were HY, fall last year, and KEWLIS)
can dominate one classifier for predicting future falls in
PD. This may indicate that each of the domains is
complementary to each other in increasing fall risk.

5.2. Prediction reliability and validity of the
multi-view model
In contrast to the mainstream ML approaches that
aim to optimize fitness (or minimize errors) throughout
the development process from feature selection,
hyperparameter tuning and algorithm selection, we have
shown our multi-view framework that it is possible to
achieve reliable prediction performance without
optimizing every step along the ML generation pipeline.
Our approach uses consensus based on assessment
criteria from their respective domains, hence enabling
us to reduce the biases due to overfitting from a
particular domain with even higher predictive
performance from the training phase. Our findings
shown in Table 3 demonstrated that it is not necessary
to select the best model in each domain to achieve best
performance, on the contrary, a multi-view model using
the worst ML model in each domain could achieve the
similar predictive performance when best individual
ML model were selected. This interesting phenomenon
may due to the fact that algorithms generated by the data
in each domain all had an accurate fall prediction to
specific PD patients, and our designed multi-view
pipeline inherited their advantages through consensus
mechanism no matter whether they are the best
algorithms within its domain or not. It suggests that not
only it is not critical to search for the best predictive
model in each domain, and also using the multiple
perspective voting mechanism could potentially provide
a more robust and reliable prediction. Unlike the
ensemble approach, the final classification relies on the
consensus of majority (perhaps the collective wisdom)
from each individual (or even weaker) classification
model. This super-additive (or complementarity) effect
produced in the multi-view rating process could play a
critical role in decision making when dealing with
imperfect ML models.

5.3. Limitations
One of the limitations could have affected our
results was the participant inclusion criteria. Data were
collected only during an ‘on phase’ period; this may
have reduced the sensitivity of the measures, as subjects
in an ‘on state’ normally have a better performance than
in an ‘off state’ in mobility and balance tests. Further
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studies can address this limitation by collecting data in
‘off’ conditions or repeating measures over time, in both
‘on’ and ‘off’ states. Another limitation was the small
sample size in relation the large number of variables
measured and collected from each individual
participant. This can be address by recruitment of
participants.

6. Conclusion
This study used an integrated stepwise framework
in the development of a model to differentiate fallers
from non-fallers with PD using multiple domains – i.e.
disease-specific rating scales, clinical examination
measures, physiological assessments, and gait analysis.
The variables that were highly associated with future
falls were included as features for ML classifiers. Using
exhaustive feature and hyperparameter selectors, we
optimized the six common classification models (KNN,
LR, DT, NB, RF, and SWM) that could differentiate
optimally between fallers and non-fallers in each
domain as well as in an aggregated domain. We
validated our findings by using three view (‘Best’,
‘Random’ and ‘Worst’) scenarios from these models
and built three multi-view classifying models based on
a ‘majority of vote’ method.
Results demonstrated that the multi-view
classifying model including variables from multiple
domains could be a reliable tool to differentiate between
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